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CHICAGO – Matt Damon as Jason Bourne never thinks. He just does.

Bourne’s always armed with the right devices and brainwaves to foretell his next move. Should he need a rag because he’s about to rooftop
hop in Morocco and his hands need protection from random glass shards, Hollywood obliges.

Matt Damon (left) and Joey Ansah in “The Bourne Ultimatum”

Photo courtesy of Universal Pictures

As badass as Bourne is, though, the film tends to forget it isn’t “Unbreakable [12]”.

Bourne – or, as he learns in “The Bourne Ultimatum [13],” really David Webb – is no Bruce Willis. He’s human without supernatural CGI. While
the character is designed to just be a man, the third in this series especially takes his body to the extreme. There’s no way in hell he’d still be
standing at this one’s conclusion.
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Matt Damon in “The Bourne Ultimatum”

Photo courtesy of Universal Pictures

Think of Rocky being pummeled by the Russian and living to tell the tale. Bourne shows a little bit of blood, utters a few “ow” growls and
always gets back up in his rapid-thinking, rapid-acting prime. This ghost continues to refuse to be found [14].

That’s forgivable, though, because “The Bourne Ultimatum” isn’t selling you on its realism. If you’ve been following what is now a trilogy,
you’ve come to expect intense action, explosions, nauseating camera work and yet another deep look into the CIA’s inner chasms.

Director Paul Greengrass (left) and Matt Damon in “The Bourne Ultimatum”

Photo courtesy of Universal Pictures

Though the story feels as if it’s being stretched ad nauseam to prolong its money-making roll, it’s still fun, I was still looking forward to
screening it and I’m still glad I did.

In his three peat, Bourne goes home to steal some answers about who he really is and why he’s so unbreakable. While jumping through lots
of hoops and thwarting all the “assets” our secret government has to dish out, he solves his own riddle.

The film, which opens wide on Aug. 3, is left open for an entirely new story.
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